
BEARD THESIS AN ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION

An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States is a book by American Charles A. Beard in An
Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States () and Economic Origins of Jeffersonian Democracy ( )
extended Becker's thesis down to in terms of class conflict. To Beard .

Property provided a source of power independent of the sovereign, enabling the multiple ties of dependence
whose necessity Bertrand de Jouvenel emphasizes. It is, however, to suggest that even the behavior of which
he accuses them might not be altogether rapacious. In the ratification of the Constitution, about three-fourths
of the adult males failed to vote on the question, having abstained from the elections at which delegates to the
state conventions were chosen, either on account of their indifference or their disfranchisement by property
qualifications. See, most of our 'Founders' were wealthy land-owners. In the left-leaning climate of the s, it
had become widely accepted. Evaluating the debate, historian Peter Novick concluded: "By the early s it was
generally accepted within the historical profession that [ While some historians like to sport the bearded look,
other students of history are referring to Charles Beard, a super influential 20th century historian. Beard
counterposes the economic interests of the delegates to abstract theoretical motive. Beard traces the
Constitutional guarantee that the newly formed nation would pay its debts to the desire of Washington and
similarly situated lenders to have their costs refunded. He would have argued that the stated truths, the
principles outlined by John Locke and echoed by George Mason in the Virginia declaration and then discussed
in the Declaration of Independence and then the Constitution, were not the true motivation of the framers. The
Constitution was essentially an economic document based upon as recognizing the claim of property to a
special and defensive position in the Constitution. Beard thus regarded the U. The Constitution, while granting
rights and protection to all classes, was particularly appealing to the upper-class because it provided a legal
safe-guard on their power. To Beard, the Constitution was a counter-revolution , set up by rich bond holders
bonds were " personal property " , in opposition to the farmers and planters land was " real property. Of
course, it may be shown and perhaps can be shown that the farmers and debtors who opposed the Constitution
were, in fact, benefited by the general improvement which resulted from its adoption. His most important
writings date back to the ss. Charles A. We have to understand the impact of the American Revolution on
class conflict. The protection of these faculties in the first object of government. Beard was born well off but
was a Progressive, and very liberal. See, many of the wealthy upper-class feared the masses would unite and
basically steal their land. Whatever the personal motivations of the framers, Charles' Beard's interpretation is
interesting but clearly a one sided view from the Progressive political camp. If you did not have property, you
could not vote. Becker had argued the American Revolution really consisted of two revolutions: one against
Great Britain for independence and the other a conflict to decide who should rule in the absence of British
authority. Obviously all the facts here desired cannot be discovered, but the data presented in the following
chapters bear out the latter hypothesis, and thus a reasonable presumption in favor of the theory is created. So
yes, the framers were of course men of wealth and power. The 'Founding Fathers' were members of this
upper-class group. In formulating this interpretation, Beard drew from the scholarship of another famous
historian named Carl L. In the ratification, it became manifest that the line of cleavage for and against the
Constitution was between substantial personalty interests on the one hand and the small farming and debtor
interests on the other. He is a visiting scholar at the American Enterprise Institute. Now, if it were possible to
have an economic biography of all those connected with its framing and adoption,â€” perhaps about , men
altogether,â€” the materials for scientific analysis and classification would be available. Those who are
creditors, and those who are debtors, fall under a like discrimination, A landed interest, a manufacturing
interest, a mercantile interest, a moneyed interest, with many lesser interests, grow up of necessity in civilized
nations and divide them into different classes, actuated by different sentiments and views. He was educated at
Oxford University and Columbia University. Constitution primarily out of economic self-interest. There is no
particular reason one man ought to labeled covetous or greedy for wanting a loan he has made in good faith to
another to be repaid. Dorene O. They who have no property can have no freedom, but are indeed reduced to
the most abject slavery. The Legacy of Beard's Interpretation Beard's interpretation was controversial when it
first appeared. Conservatives such as William Howard Taft were shocked at the Progressive interpretation
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because it seem to belittle the Constitution. Beard conceived the Constitution as stemming from a class
conflict between wealthy landowners and common farmers. Nevertheless, it made waves. The leaders who
supported the Constitution in the ratifying conventions represented the same economic groups as the members
of the Philadelphia Convention; and in a large number of instances they were also directly and personally
interested in the outcome of their efforts. The slaveholding, landed class, he believed, was not motivated by
philosophy. If we think about this in terms of the political spectrum, the common people would be regarded as
more of the liberals and the elite landowners as the conservatives. Beard took this idea and ran with it.


